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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

24 USD LAW STUDENTS NAMED TO "WHO'S WHO IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES"

Twenty-four University of San Diego School of Law students have been selected to be named in the 1979-80 edition of "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges." They join 49 USD undergraduates named to the publication last December.

The USD law students join a group of students from more than 1,200 higher education institutions from around the country and from several foreign nations to be named in this year's directory. Outstanding students have been honored in the annual directory since it was first published in 1934.

Michael Navin, USD Professor and School of Law Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, coordinated the student nomination process. After consultation with School of Law faculty and staff, students were considered who had made contributions to the university---both in academics and in service to the institution.

###

Note to Editors: A complete list of selected USD School of Law students is attached.

2-7-80
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO SCHOOL OF LAW STUDENTS SELECTED FOR 1979-80 EDITION OF "WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

Murray Bankhead
Douglas Barker
Celeste Stahl
Ardwin Boyer
Arthur Buck
Carl Commenator
Jennifer Fehlman
Jose Guerrero
Deborah Kass
Sana Loue
Martha McGill
Monty McIntyre
Maureen Markey
Philip Jay Matricardi
Erin Mulcahy
William Naumann
Mark Parker
Anthony Passante
James David Scott
Troy Smith
Jeffrey Thoma
Gregory Walden
Margie Woods